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Knowledge sharing, networking & brand boosts
CW’s open, incisive and impartial culture is second
to none. Through a busy calendar of events, online
resources and the CW Journal we support members
in getting to the bottom of a huge range of specialist
topics, meeting new business partners and raising
brand awareness.
Supporting innovation
CW delivers innovation programmes for R&D teams,
helping them build the knowledge and skills needed to
successfully digitise their products and services. These
programmes cover all aspects of the digital world,
from connected devices to sustainable manufacturing.

Helping start-ups scale
With over 50% of the CW membership being start-ups,
CW manages an array of activities that educate and
support the growth of these companies, from the events
of our Business Special Interest Group to the practical
workshops of the Unplugged programme.

Talent acquisition
There is plenty of talent within the CW community to
recruit from! The CW Jobs board is one of the mostvisited sections of the CW website, and events offer a
great channel for meeting and nurturing your
potential future workforce.

www.cambridgewireless.co.uk
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CW is a leading and vibrant community
with an engaged network of about 400
companies across the globe interested in
the development and application of
technologies to solve business problems.
We connect these companies and stimulate
collaborative innovation through a diverse range of
thought-provoking networking events, programmes
and online services. Our community is drawn from
all parts of the wireless enabled world, from silicon
design and electronics to artificial intelligence and
content delivery. This breadth is our strength.
In addition to these high-profile
networking activities we run 20 Special Interest
Groups (SIGs), each focussed on progressing the
conversation within a specific technology and/or
business area. SIG meetings provide opportunities
for member organisations to meet, learn from each
other and explore opportunities to work together.
The SIG events are curated by Champions who are
experts in the field and volunteer their time to find
the best speakers for their chosen subject area and
deliver an event programme that works. CW
currently has over 80 SIG Champions supporting its
work.

Academic & Industry
Artificial Intelligence
Automotive & Transport
Business
Connected Devices
Content Delivery & Production
Engineering Trust

Enhanced Mobile Broadband
Future Devices & Technologies
Healthcare
Industrial IoT
Legal
Location
Radio Technology

www.cambridgewireless.co.uk

• Bespoke support
towards your business
development goals
• Unlimited access to CW
SIG events for all
employees
• Discounts on CW
Conferences, Trainings
and third party
industry events
• Ability to promote your
news, events and jobs
to the technology
community
• Introductory service to
member organisations
• Organisation listing in
CW directory
• Free ticket to the CW
Founders’ Dinner*
• Become a SIG
Champion*
• Initiate a SIG*
*only available to CW Founder
members

Security
Small Cell
Smart & Intelligent Cities
User Experience
Virtual Networks
Wireless Heritage
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Network, learn and grow. This mantra of the CW community
underpins all of our activities. Whether it’s building connections
between businesses, celebrating innovation, or enabling high
quality conversations on technological topics of the moment, we
are here to support our members achieve your goals better and
faster. Over the past year CW has improved on what it does well
and initiated new programmes aligned to our members needs.
For the first time revenues have exceeded £1M, thanks to a new
programme of activities that support R&D innovation in large
firms, a highly rated CW International Conference and our
position as the lead partner on UK5G, a programme central to
Raj Gawera, Chair of the CW Board
the Government’s plans for rolling out 5G across the country.
of Directors, VP & GM Samsung
Cambridge & Samsung Aalborg
We have extended our sustainability initiatives via the CW
Unplugged programme conducted in partnership with the United Nations Environment
Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre and the Centre for Global Equality. Our
sell-out Tech Trainings have highlighted the interest within the membership for high
quality, advanced introductions to emerging topics – in this case, 5G. To that end, I’m
pleased to say that CW is now a fully certified Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
accreditation provider. As we turn to 2020, the CW board and team are ready to continue
uncovering new opportunities that will help its members to network, learn and grow.

I started at CW in November 2018. My predecessor, Bob Driver,
along with the wider team, helped to evolve CW into a go-to
partner for both public and private innovation-centred projects.
My role is to build on this position and to help CW enter its next
phase of operations. The membership will always come first,
and I will continue to find new ways to enhance and expand the
benefits that our members receive from becoming part of this
special community.
While we have already started diversifying CW’s offering to
members, with three Innovation programmes successfully
Simon Mead, CEO of CW
completed in 2018/19 and new partnerships formed with
International influencers such as the China Electronics Chamber of Commerce, the standout learning for me in my first year as CEO is the value of our SIG events, generously led
by our cohort of 80 SIG Champions. The activities that they deliver are unparalleled for
the way in which they inspire collaboration and debate around niche, technological
topics. Such conversations are essential to accelerate progress, and it will continue to be
CW’s role to support its SIG Champions and the wider industry to put on high quality
events centred on critical areas of interest. Our door is always open to members and the
wider technology community – please do not hesitate to get in touch.
www.cambridgewireless.co.uk
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The CW Board following elections in Spring 2019

Raj Gawera,
VP & MD, Samsung
Cambridge &
Samsung Aalborg

Ann Fisher,
Co-Founder and
NED, Bailey Fisher
Executive Search

Olu Orugboh,
CEO & Founder,
Synergy Solutions

James Chapman, VP &
GM, Voice, Music and
Wearables, Qualcomm

Faye Holland,
Founder,
Cofinitive

Sylvia Lu,
Senior 5G Tech Lead,
u-blox UK

Dr David Cleevely, CBE,
FREng, FIET

Bob Driver,
Head,
UK5G

Henk Koopmans,
CEO,
Huawei UK R&D

Jack Lomas,
Head of Product,
Smart Infrastructure,
Mott McDonald

Stephen Pattison,
VP Public Affairs,
Arm

Peter Whale,
Founder,
Vision Formers

www.cambridgewireless.co.uk
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Three Innovation programmes have been
completed with two multinationals. CW sourced
start-ups relevant to their target growth areas
and managed tailored activity programmes
that accelerated their R&D timelines.

CW Unplugged, the programme for
entrepreneurs and socially responsible
engineers continued its support of
sustainability and start-ups with a “Tech for
the Environment” series driven by the UNEPWCMC and Arm.

The presentations at this year’s CW Technology
and Engineering Conference “5G, Satellites and
Magic MIMO” were exceptional, and the
positive feedback from our 150 delegates
agreed. Speakers came from Vodafone, Three,
BT, Nokia, CGI and more.

CW became a fully certified Continuing
Professional Development (CPD)
accreditation provider. Delegates will be able
to claim points towards their CPD from a
selection of CW events going forwards. The
first accredited event was the CW
Technology & Engineering Conference 2019.

June 2019 saw the most financially successful
CW International Conference to date. 400
delegates, 35 sponsors and exhibitors and 50
speakers gathered at the Wellcome Genome
Campus in Cambridge to get to the bottom of
the technologies that are “Digitising Industry”.

CW launched the UK5G Innovation Network on
behalf of DCMS in March 2018 and it has grown
to over 2000 members in the past eighteen
months. Six Working Groups have been formed
to accelerate development in important areas.

www.cambridgewireless.co.uk
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With over 40 events, two start-ups competitions,
public sector projects and bespoke programmes for
members, it’s been a busy year for CW

Four further CW Tech Training sessions have
been delivered, with “Understanding the IoT
for your business” joining the curriculum
alongside the sell-out course “An Advanced
Introduction to 5G”,

Tim Phipps, Paul Morris, James Chapman and
Laura James launched the Engineering Trust
SIG which explores how engineers can address
the growing mistrust in technology and
technology companies. Events to date have
covered anonymity online and democracy.

Three Founders’ Dinners have resulted in over
300 delicious meals served to CW members.
After-dinner speakers have included famous
British Designer Sebastian Conran and Corli
Pretorius, Deputy Director of UNEP-WCMC.

New partnerships have been formalised with the
China Electronics Chamber of Commerce and
Tuspark with the goal of increasing the support
that CW can offer to companies looking to
expand their businesses into China.

The CW Journal is about to reach its second
birthday. Highlights from 2018/19 including a
series that analyses the truth behind rumours of
5G’s impact on health and the environment. The
team has also released a CWJ Special Edition for
UK5G, with a second currently in development.

The CW Clinics programme continued to offer
free, no-strings-attached advice to
organisations seeking support in a particular
area. Supported by professional service
companies within CW’s membership, Clinics
have covered IP, tax credits, marketing
communications and recruitment.

www.cambridgewireless.co.uk
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New CW memberships started, of which
58 were Founder Members and 47
Associate Members. The breakdown by
size is in the pie chart below.

Average event satisfaction score, based
on post-event feedback to the question
“How would you rate your overall
satisfaction with this event?” – a 9%
increase from 2014/15.

CW events in 2018/19, including SIG
meetings, Founders Dinners, conferences,
CW Talks, the CW Unplugged programme,
and joint events such as the Billion Dollar
Start-Up Scale Up Challenge.

Increase in event ticket sales on 2017/18.
Main events for ticket sales include the
CW Technology & Engineering
Conference, CW International
Conference and CW Tech Trainings.

of delegates at CW events are nonmembers and 10% identify as under the
age of 35. 17% more identifying females
attended CW events in 2018/19
compared to 2017/18.

5%

Total number of delegates at CW events
during the financial year, averaging out
at 61 people per event.

5% 3%
1-5 Staff
6-10 Staff

9%

11-20 Staff

15%

55%
8%

21-50 Staff
51-100 Staff
101-200 Staff
200+ Staff
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CW revenue broke £1M for the first time ever
Membership revenues are steady year on year
New revenue streams, e.g. Innovation Hive, proved successful
CW International Conference tickets sold out and we saw our highest
sponsorship revenue ever
Profits, subject to audit, of ~£50,000 will be reinvested back into CW’s
activities in following years

£ Thousands

2018/19*
1000

£1.05M

£996k

500

0
Revenues

Costs

Revenue breakdown*
Other (CW Journal, SIG
Tickets & Sponsorship,
CPCA project etc)
10%
Innovation
Programmes
11%

UK5G
32%

Costs breakdown*
Other Costs
of Sales
Conferences and
4%
Unplugged
5%
SIG Events &
Founders
Dinners
4%

Innovation
Programmes
5%
Staff
43%

Office
13%

Conferences
and
Unplugged
20%

UK5G
26%
Membership
27%
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We firmly believe in the value
of Cambridge Wireless and
keen to support activities in
whatever manner possible.
It’s our pleasure to play an
active role within this
community.
Ian Taylor, GM, Quortus, on
SIG activities

The Innovation Hive was a unique opportunity
for us to tap into the skills and expertise that
do not exist within ghd. We were able to
connect and collaborate with some of the
leading tech start-ups and scale-ups in a
creative, supportive and innovative
environment. Being exposed to the various
cutting-edge technologies not only enabled us
to think out of the box but also accelerate and
strengthen our innovation in a short time
frame. I have enjoyed working with the
diverse members of the Hive and it has been
truly an enlightening experience in the way
we approached the challenges with agility to
create further opportunities for future
connected projects.
Michelle Law, Technology Innovation
Manager, ghd, on the Innovation Hive

It’s tough to strike a balance between
the right level of time commitment, fun,
engagement, feeling the group has
created some genuine perspectives and
starting points within only 1hr that will
be investigated further etc. Given how
tough that balance is, it is AMAZING
that you’ve created what you have and
made it work, brilliant!
Iain Smith, Principal Engineer,
Cambridge Consultants on CW
Unplugged

You did tell us of the calibre and range of
people who would attend, but I didn’t
understand quite what you meant until
yesterday. Thank you for sharing the benefits
of your remarkable network with us.
Lara Allen, Executive Director, Centre for
Global Equality (CGE) on CW Unplugged

What is great about CW is that
it encourages collaboration
and the members seem to
embrace it
Alex Hudson, CEO, Tethir on
CW’s Founders’ Dinners

A great opportunity to engage with all,
ranging from established tech companies
to upcoming startups, and to learn from
some of the most motivated and
inspirational individuals in the industry.
Sian Cook, Mitra Innovation on the CW
International Conference

Another excellent CW Technical focused
event that was well worth the investment
in time to attend.
George Matich, Chief Technologist,
Leonardo MW Ltd on CW TEC

Excellent event and a perfect
combination of technical
detail and real-world use
cases. Really insightful.
Charles Sturman, former
Director Market
Development, Huawei on
AI Byte Size
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